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WHAT IS GEOLOGY?

• Geology is an earth science concerned with the Earth, the

rocks of which it is composed, and the processes by which

they change over time. Geology can also include the study

of the solid features of any terrestrial planet or natural

satellite such as Mars or the Moon. Modern geology

significantly overlaps all otherearth sciences, including

hydrology and theatmospheric sciences, and so is treated

as one major aspect of integrated earth system science

and planetary science.

Geology describes the structure of the Earth on and beneath its surface, and the processes that have

shaped that structure. By combining these tools, geologists are able to chronicle the geological history

of the Earth as a whole, and also to demonstrate the age of the Earth. Geology provides the primary

evidence for plate tectonics, the evolutionary history of life, and the Earth's past climates.



EARTH’S MOTIONS

ROTATION REVOLUTION



ROTATIONAL MOTION

• Earth’s rotation is the rotation of Planet Earth 
around its own axis. Earth rotates eastward, in 
prograde motion. As viewed from the north pole 
star Polaris, Earth turns counterclockwise.

• The North Pole, also known as the Geographic
North Pole or Terrestrial North Pole, is the point in 
the Northen Hemisphere where Earth's axis of 
rotation meets its surface. This point is distinct
from Earth's North magnetic Pole. The South Pole 
is the other point where Earth's axis of rotation
intersects its surface, in Antarctica.

• Earth rotates once in about 24 hours with respect
to the Sun, but once every 23 hours, 56 minutes, 
and 4 seconds with respect to other, distant, stars. 
Earth's rotation is slowing slightly with time; thus, 
a day was shorter in the past. This is due to the 
tidal effects the Moon has on Earth's rotation.



REVOLUTIONARY MOTION

• For Earth to make one complete revolution around the Sun takes

365.24 days. This amount of time is the definition of one year. The

gravitational pull of the Sun keeps Earth and the other planets in

orbit around the star. Like the other planets, Earth’s orbital path is

an ellipse so the planet is sometimes farther away from the Sun

than at other times. The closest Earth gets to the Sun each year is

at perihelion (147 million km) on about January 3rd and the furthest

is at aphelion (152 million km) on July 4th. Earth’s elliptical orbit has

nothing to do with Earth’s seasons.

During one revolution around the Sun, Earth travels at an average distance of about 150

million km. Earth revolves around the Sun at an average speed of about 27 km per second,

but the speed is not constant. The planet moves slower when it is at aphelion and faster

when it is at perihelion.The reason the Earth (or any planet) has seasons is that Earth is

tilted 23 ½ on its axis. During the Northern Hemisphere summer the North Pole points

toward the Sun, and in the Northern Hemisphere winter the North Pole is tilted away from

the Sun.



ORIENTATION

ON  

EARTH…



PARALLELS AND MERIDIANS

• The parallels of latitude are the boundary lines of
imaginary circles drawn around the earth. They run in the
east-west direction and are parallel to each other.
Parallels are of different length. Equator is the longest
parallel and it divides the earth into the Northern
Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere. The parallels are
numbered. The equator is marked zero degree. The
North Pole and the South Pole is marked 90 degree
North and 90 degree South respectively.Arctic Circle and
Tropic of Cancer parallel lie between North Pole and the
equator.Antarctic Circle and Tropic of Capricorn parallel
lie between South Pole and the equator.

Meridian is an imaginary semicircle that runs in the north-south direction and joins the two poles.

All meridians are of the same length and meet at the poles. Prime Meridiam is an imaginary line

which divides the earth into eastern and western hemispheres. It is sometimes referred to as the

Greenwich Meridian. The Prime Meridian which passes through Greenwich, England, is

considered 0 degrees longitude.



WHAT IS A “TIME ZONE”?

• A time zone is a region of the globe that observes a uniform standard time for

legal, commercial, and social purposes. Time zones tend to follow the boundaries

of countries and their subdivisions instead of longitude, because it is convenient

for areas in close commercial or other communication to keep the same time.
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VOLCANOES…
• A volcano is a rupture in the crust of a planetary-mass

object, such as Earth, that allows hot lava, volcanic ash, and
gases to escape from a magma chamber below the surface.

Earth's volcanoes occur because its crust is broken into

17 major, rigid tectonics plates that float on a hotter,

softer layer inits mantle. Therefore, on Earth, volcanoes

are generally found where tectonic plates are diverging

or converging, and most are found underwater. For

example, a mid-oceanic ridge, such as theMid-atlantic

Ridge, has volcanoes caused by divergent tectonic

plates whereas the Pacific Ring of Fire has volcanoes

caused by convergent tectonic plates. Volcanoes can

also form where there is stretching and thinning of the

crust's plates, e.g., in the East African Rift and the Wells

Way GrandWater volcanic field and Rio Grande Rift in North America. This type of volcanism

falls under the umbrella of "plate hypothesis" volcanism. Volcanism away from plate boundaries

has also been explained as mantle plumes. Volcanoes are usually not created where two

tectonic plates slide past one another.



EARTHQUAKES…
• An earthquake is the shaking of the surface of the Earth resulting from a sudden release of energy in the

Earth's lithosphere that createsseismic waves. Earthquakes can range in size from those that are so weak

that they cannot be felt to those violent enough to propel objects (and people) into the air, and wreak

destruction across entire cities. The word tremor is also used for non-earthquake seismic rumbling.

At the Earth's surface, earthquakes

manifest themselves by shaking and

displacing or disrupting the ground. When

the epicenter of a large earthquake is

located offshore, the seabed may be

displaced sufficiently to cause a tsunami.

Earthquakes can also trigger landslides

and occasionally, volcanic activity.

In its most general sense, the word earthquake is used to describe any seismic event—whether

natural or caused by humans—that generates seismic waves. Earthquakes are caused mostly

by rupture of geological faults but also by other events such as volcanic activity, landslides, mine

blasts, and nuclear tests. An earthquake's point of initial rupture is called its hypocenter or focus.

The epoicenter is the point at ground level directly above the hypocenter.
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PLATES  TECTONICS…
• Plate tectonics is a scientific theory describing the large-

scale motion of seven large plates and the movements of a
larger number of smaller plates of the earth's lithosphere.
The geoscientific community accepted plate-tectonic theory
after seafloor spreading was validated in the late 1950s and
early 1960s.

• The lithosphere, which is the rigid outermost shell of a planet
is broken intotectonic plates. The Earth's lithosphere is
composed of seven or eight major plates (depending on how
they are defined) and many minor plates. Where the plates
meet, their relative motion determines the type of boundary:
convergent, divergent, or trensorm.

• Tectonic plates are composed of oceanic lithosphere and
thicker continental lithosphere, each topped by its own kind
of crust.

• Tectonic plates are able to move because the Earth's
lithosphere has greater mechanical strenght than the under
lying asthenosphere. Lateral density variations in the mantle
result in convenction; that is, the slow creeping motion of
Earth's solid mantle. Plate movement is thought to be driven
by a combination of the motion of the seafloor away from
spreading ridges due to variations in topography(the ridge is
a topographic high) and density changes in the crust.



TIPES OF PLATES BOUNDARIES

DIVERGENT BOUNDARY
CONVERGENT BOUNDARY

TRANSORM BOUNDARY
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